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Abstract
The Shallow Water Equations is a simple method to simulate fluid in real-time. As a real-time
model, the SWE is an excellent candidate for use in video games. However, the model is not
often used in most fluid simulations because it does not preserve vorticity well, and therefore
does not look very realistic. We present an improvement on the Shallow Water Equations by
using a gauge method to preserve the vorticity of the fluid. We add a variable called impulse !,
which is only weakly coupled with the velocity " of the simulation. We show that using this
impulse method, vorticity is preserved for a longer time without significantly increasing the time
complexity of the simulation. Thus, our model is a significant improvement on the Shallow
Water Equations because it can achieve highly detailed vorticity and can be used in real-time
applications to generate realistic fluid interaction.
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Figures
Figure 2.1: Smoke simulation with varying levels of Vorticity Confinement [Selle].
Figure 2.2: Result from [Pfaff et al.] showing the buoyancy-driven flow of dense fluid in water.
Figure 2.3: Results from [Pan et al.] comparing the normal SWE and Wake Synthesis.
Figure 2.4: Results from [Anonymous], comparing the diffusion of an ink droplet.
Figure 3.1.1: Continuous representation of ℎ(%, ') [Thürey et al.].
Figure 3.1.2: Discrete representation of ℎ(%, ') [Thürey et al.].
Figure 3.1.3: Visual representation of the MAC grid used to represent the fluid [Thürey et al.].
Figure 3.2.1: The results of running this method using )1 = )2 = 200 on a square wave.
Figure 3.3.1: Walls of fluid form if an object is submerged [Thürey et al.].
Figure 3.3.2: Examples of shapes my method works on.
Figure 3.3.3: Code used to determine if a cell is inside a segment-based shape.
Figure 3.3.4: Sphere moving through heightfield using standard SWE.
Figure 4.3.1: Pressure is not only applied to the object but also to the fluid.
Figure 4.3.2: Image explaining how the closest cell outside (red) to a cell (blue) can be found.
Figure 4.3.3: Image explaining how the closest cell outside (red) to a cell (blue) can be found
Figure 5.1.1-5.7.1: Results of impulse model.
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1. Introduction
Fluid simulation is one of the most interesting and visually engaging effects in graphics. Movies
often use fluid simulation to generate highly realistic smoke for explosions or fires. Fluid
simulation has become increasingly important in video games as graphics have improved over
the years. Games like the recent God of War addition bring in millions of players partly due to
their astounding graphics and visual effects, especially the player’s ability to interact with water.
Gamers want fluid that is not only realistic but renders in real-time. For this reason, algorithms
that can accurately capture the motion of fluids without significant computational complexity are
of the utmost importance.
The basic physics that govern the motion of fluids are the Navier-Stokes equations. Any
realistic fluid simulation algorithm solves these equations in some form. Directly solving the
Navier-Stokes equations in 3 dimensions can provide results that almost exactly mimic the flow
of real fluids. However, these simulations are often slow, taking minutes to capture even a single
frame. Likewise, much of the fluid simulation is hidden by the outer layer of fluid, meaning that
this time-consuming detail will not even be seen. Many algorithms have been produced, such as
the Shallow Water Equations, to reduce the complexity of a simulation and generate real-time
results.
The Shallow Water Equations reduce the complexity of a fluid simulation from 3
dimensions to 2 by representing a fluid as a single surface. Using a depth-averaged velocity field,
the pressure projection, a process required in most 3-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations to
maintain the incompressibility of the fluid, is no longer required. Averting this costly step allows
a Shallow Water Simulation to be run in real-time, making it a great candidate for water
simulation in video games. However, by representing the fluid as a 2-dimensional surface, a
rolling wave or splash is impossible. In situations with significant forces, the algorithm will fail
to accurately simulate the fluid, often leading to instability. Likewise, the Shallow Water
Equations are derived with the assumption that the depth at any point is significantly less than
the horizontal width of the simulation. This assumption means that the SWE will not work for
situations such as ocean simulation. Nevertheless, for simulations where the average depth is
relatively low and the forces applied to the fluid are not too significant, the Shallow Water
Equations provide remarkably realistic results in real-time.
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However, it is not a fluid itself but its relative motion with its surroundings that makes
fluid simulation so interesting [Pan et al.]. Solid bodies often generate vortices and turbulence
when interacting with fluids. When a person moves their hand through water, they will notice
whirlpools and waves forming. Unfortunately, most algorithms do not accurately capture these
complex details due to their emphasis on stability over accuracy. The Shallow Water Equations
when solved normally do not capture whirlpool or wake effects to any standard that would
convince a viewer of their realism. Some algorithms have introduced methods to artificially
return this lost energy, such as Vorticity Confinement [Steinhoff et al.], though these processes
do not mimic nature. Likewise, using more simulation points will increase the realism of these
vortices though with the added cost of time.
In this paper, we propose a method to preserve the wakes and vorticity created by objectfluid interaction without significantly increasing the time-complexity of the Shallow Water
Equations. In this method, the fluid will be represented in the same method as with the Shallow
Water Equations with additional variables called impulse !, a 2-dimensional vector field, and *,
a scalar stored at every grid center to represent the non-divergence free component of !. Rather
than advecting the velocity field " directly, we will solve for ! and use the governing equation
" = ! − ∇* to get ". Using the equations given by [Cortez], we solve each time step by
advecting !, *, and . using the same semi-Lagrangian advection as in the SWE. We then solve
for the remaining part of the impulse equation using a reinitialization, implicit stretching, and
diffusion scheme given by [Anonymous]. After updating * with a simple equation given by
[Cortez], we adjust the heights using the same update heights function as in the SWE.
In summary, this model uses a gauge method to preserve the vorticity generated by object
interaction in the Shallow Water Equations. This model is superior to the general SWE because it
can generate the wake and whirlpool effects of the Shallow Water Equations without the use of
Vorticity Confinement. Likewise, the effects look more natural given that this impulse method
more accurately resembles real fluid mechanics than does Vorticity Confinement. The model
also runs in real-time because it does not require a pressure projection. Thus, this model
improves upon the Shallow Water Equations to create a fluid simulator that can be used to create
interesting vorticity effects in real-time applications.
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2. Related Works
Most fluid simulations are either in the category of Lagrangian or Eulerian solvers. Lagrangian
solvers, most notably the Smoothed-Particle Hydrodynamics algorithm created by [Müller et al.],
use a particle-based method to discretize a fluid. These methods solve the Navier-Stokes
equations over a set of interacting particles, discretizing pressure and density using kernel
functions. While the results of these methods are promising, they often require the use of many
particles to generate any realistic results, meaning that they often run too slow for real-time
applications. Likewise, the level of detail in the fluid visualization is often not as refined as it is
difficult to approximate a smooth surface from a set of discrete particles.
Eulerian solvers, also known as Grid-based solvers, discretize pressure, density, and
velocity at specific grid points rather than on actual particles. A particle’s density, pressure, or
velocity is interpolated based on the positioning in this grid. These methods, first introduced by
[Stam], provide very realistic simulations for gaseous fluids such as smoke but are often time and
memory intensive, especially in 3 dimensions. Likewise, the semi-Lagrangian advection scheme
used to evolve velocity often dampens the effects of vorticity due to its stability constraint.
The Shallow Water Equations could be described as a hybrid of both Lagrangian and
Eulerian methods [Thürey et al.]. Each node in the grid of a Shallow Water simulator could be
considered a particle interacting with the particles around it. However, the velocity field and
semi-Lagrangian advection scheme resemble many Eulerian solvers. The main advantage to the
Shallow Water Equations is that forces only need to be calculated in 2 dimensions.
One problem intrinsic to the Shallow Water Equations and most Eulerian solvers is the
dampening of vorticity. Semi-Lagrangian advection is unconditionally stable, a constraint
necessary for most fluid simulations [Stam]. However, this constraint often leads to the artificial
dampening of small details in the velocity field. Without vorticity, fluid simulations are largely
boring and unrealistic, so there has been a large focus in research on generating algorithms that
will preserve this detail. An easy approach to solving this issue would be to use a more refined
grid, though this could significantly increase the run-time of the algorithm. Another method to
refine this detail is to use higher-order advection schemes which more accurately predict the
evolution of the velocity field, such as MacCormack advection [Pfaff], though vorticity detail is
still limited by the grid resolution.
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Many methods have been created to artificially add energy back into a fluid simulation to
maintain vorticity, such as Vorticity Confinement. The idea is to use the curl of the velocity field
to increase the vorticity in regions where the curl is high. An external force is generated that
increases the energy of the fluid in the direction of this vorticity [Steinhoff et al.]. This artificial
method does not replicate nature but, for most applications, preserves the vorticity effect that is
lost through numerical dampening with a high level of realism [Steinhoff et al.]. In the Shallow
Water Equations, Vorticity Confinement can be used in the horizontal direction to preserve some
of the swirling effects created by a rigid body interacting with the fluid. However, given that this
method does not occur in nature, the results are not always realistic, as in the fourth example in
Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Smoke simulation with varying levels of Vorticity Confinement [Selle].
[Pfaff et al.] created another method for reducing the complexity of a fluid simulation
while preserving the vorticity of the fluid. In this method, only the surface of a fluid is tracked,
similar to the Shallow Water Equations, though in 3 dimensions. Their model directly tracks the
vortex sheet at the fluid-air interface [Pfaff et al.]. Though the model works very well for smoke
and gaseous fluids, it cannot be extended to most liquid animation because it relies on the fact
that the fluid’s turbulence is primarily driven by buoyancy. In liquids, it is primarily surface
tension that causes this effect.

Figure 2.2: Result from [Pfaff et al.] showing the buoyancy-driven flow of dense fluid in water.
7

Another method was created specifically to improve the conservation of vorticity in the
Shallow Water Equations by artificially synthesizing wakes behind moving objects [Pan et al.].
In this method, fluid is represented using a particle-based mesh, unlike most Shallow Water
Simulators, and an SPH method is used to solve the Shallow Water Equations. Another
representation is used on top of this method to enhance the detail of wakes. A discrete vortex
method is used to simulate a 2-dimensional mesh around any moving object, generating vorticity
behind the object [Pan et al.]. However, to do so, particles must be placed carefully around
objects and coupled with the larger Shallow Water Simulation using external forces, adding to
the run-time of the algorithm. Likewise, as with Vorticity Confinement, the results do not always
mimic nature with much accuracy.

Figure 2.3: Results from [Pan et al.] comparing the normal SWE and Wake Synthesis.
Another more recent method, which was the inspiration for our approach, is called
Impulse Fluid Simulation [Anonymous]. This model is known as a gauge method, meaning that
we solve the Navier-Stokes equations for an auxiliary variable ! directly and use this variable to
evolve the velocity field /. The divergent free portion of ! gives /, which we solve using the
formula / = ! − ∇0 [Anonymous]. This numerical procedure resembles a normal projection
scheme, although the divergence-free constraint is never enforced on !. For this reason, in a
gauge method, the velocity variable / and the auxiliary variable ! are only loosely coupled. The
main benefit to gauge methods is this loose coupling, which allows small perturbations in the
velocity field to persist for longer. Likewise, the strength of the connection between ! and / can
be designed during a reinitialization step to create different desired effects.
In [Anonymous] method, the auxiliary variable used is called impulse. The variable ! is
computed using the modified Navier-Stokes equations, using the formula ! = / + ∇0. By
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tracking impulse flow, impulse can accumulate over time, meaning that the impulse field ! and
velocity field / tend to diverge. This accumulation of impulse generates more perturbations in
the velocity field, preserving vorticity for longer. After advecting and stretching the field !, the
velocity field is generated using a simple projection, which can be reused from most Eulerian
solvers. The final step, reinitialization, allows the user to control the strength of the coupling
between impulse and velocity. Impulse is set to some proportion of itself and / so that the
difference never becomes too large, using the formula ! = / + 2(! − /) where 2 ∈ [0: 1].
This method generates realistic flow vortices during the momentum transfer process and can be
extended to other applications, such as the SWE. In this paper, I discuss a method for using
impulse in 2 dimensions to preserve the vorticity caused by solid object interaction in the
Shallow Water Equations.

Figure 2.4: Results from [Anonymous], comparing the diffusion of an ink droplet using (from
left to right) an Eulerian solver, an Eulerian solver with Vorticity Confinement, and the Impulse
Method. The diffusion of the ink and subsequent vorticity is far more refined using Impulse.
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3. Shallow Water Equations
In this section, I will discuss the derivation of the Shallow Water Equations from the NavierStokes Equations, the numerical solver used to run a SWE simulation, and how object interaction
is handled. The results of this simulation will be shown for comparison with the impulse model
used in this paper. Much of the functionality is used in the impulse method as well.

3.1. Mathematical Model and Derivation
In a Shallow Water Simulation, a fluid is represented by a 2-dimensional surface ℎ(%, '). For all
points in the domain of the simulation, ℎ(%, ') represents the height of the fluid at the coordinate
(%, '). In this way, a fluid can be represented in 3-dimensions while reducing the computational
complexity to only 2 [Bridson]. However, since height is a function ℎ(%, '), any coordinate
(%, ') must have one and only one height. Therefore, no rolling waves can be represented with
this model.
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Figure 3.1.1: Continuous representation of ℎ(%, ') [Thürey et al.].
A grid is used to discretize the heightfield to represent columns of fluid with a given .% between
each node.
9
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Figure 3.1.2: Discrete representation of ℎ(%, ') [Thürey et al.].
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To represent the fluid, I used a MAC grid. At each node, 3 variables are stored: ℎ, :, ..
ℎ(%, ') represents the height of the fluid, which is visible in the actual simulation as the height of
the fluid. :(%, ') represents the height of the ground underneath the fluid. For most simulations,
:(%, ') is set to 0 for all (%, '). The final variable .(%, ') is the depth for all (%, '). ℎ, :, . are
related by the equation ℎ = : + .. However, it can be faster and more elegant to store the value
of each variable and enforce this condition on each step [Bridson]. The velocities are represented
on the edges of the grid cells as in a standard MAC grid. The velocities, ;! and ;" , represent the
velocity in each horizontal direction. The velocity in the vertical direction does not need to be
stored but is calculated for each step.

Figure 3.1.3: Visual representation of the MAC grid used to represent the fluid [Thürey et al.].
To solve for the Shallow Water Equations, we start with the Navier-Stokes equations. We
will use < to represent the vertical velocity at a grid node and / to represent the total velocity of
the grid node such that / = (", <). We assume = = (0,0, −>) where > = 10.
?/
1
+ / ∙ ∇/ + ∙ ∇0 = =
?@
B
∇∙/=0
Starting in the 9 direction, this equation can be written as:
?<
?<
?<
?< 1 ?0
+ ;!
+ ;"
+<
+
= −>
?@
?%
?'
?9 B ?9
The assumption in the Shallow Water Equations is that the water is indeed shallow. Therefore,
we can make the assumption that <,

#$ #$

,

#% #&

, and

#$
#'

remain small. Thus, we get the equation:
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1 ?0
= −>
B ?9
This equation can very easily be solved, allowing us to calculate the pressure in constant time
using the formula: 0(%, ', 9) = B>(ℎ(%, ') − 9). This formula states that pressure increases
linearly with depth. The fact that pressure can be calculated in constant time is the main speed up
of the shallow water equations.
In the horizontal directions, the Navier-Stokes equations reduce to:
?"
1
+ " ∙ ∇" + ∙ ∇0 = D
?@
B
Using the equation above, in the horizontal plane ∇0 = B>∇ℎ. Substituting this in, we get the
first shallow water equation:
?"
+ " ∙ ∇" + >∇ℎ = D
?@
To solve for the divergence-free component of the Navier-Stokes equations, we set the
divergence of the velocity field to 0:
∇∙/=

?<
+∇∙"=0
?9

This equation can be rewritten using the material derivative, using the fact that

()
('

= < and

integrating out the ?9 term over the entire depth of the fluid:
E.
+ .∇ ∙ " = 0
E@
This again can be rewritten as the second shallow water equation.
?.
+ " ∙ ∇d + d∇ ∙ " = 0
?@
This equation ensures that the vertical change in depth is equal to the sum of the fluid moving
into the cell and the fluid leaving the cell. This maintains the divergence-free property of the
fluid, also known as incompressibility. Thus, the final form of the Shallow Water Equations is:
?"
+ " ∙ ∇" = −>∇ℎ
?@
?.
+ " ∙ ∇d = −d∇ ∙ "
?@
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3.2. Numerical Solver
The left-hand sides of these equations can be solved using a basic Semi-Lagrangian Advection
scheme at each time-step [Bridson]. We simply advect the velocity field " over itself and advect
. over the velocity field. To solve for the right-hand side of the equations, we will use 2
processes: G0.H@I_KIL>ℎ@M(., ") and G0.H@I_NIOPQL@LIM(ℎ, "). We assume the grid is of size
()! , )" ).
In G0.H@I_KIL>ℎ@M(., "), the goal is to solve the equation

#)
#'

= −d ∙ ∇". To do so, we

approximate the value of ∇" using the values on the grid nodes in the following process:
G0.H@I_KIL>ℎ@M(., ")
(1) RP2(L = 1 @P )! )
(2)
(3)

RP2(T = 1 @P )" )
.(L, T)−= .(L, T) ∗ W

*+! (-.!/",1)3+! (-3!/",1)4
)%

+

*+" (-,1.!/")3+" (-,13!/")4
)%

X ∗ .@

After this process is complete, the depths .(%, ') have been adjusted for the current velocity
field using a specific time step. Due to the use of a MAC grid, there are no boundary cases for
updating heights. Every node will have a ;! (L + 1/2, T), ;! (L − 1/2, T), ;" (L, T + 1/2), and
;" (L, T − 1/2). After this step is complete, we need to enforce the height, depth, and base
condition. Thus, for all nodes, we set ℎ(%, ') = :(%, ') + .(%, ').
#5

In G0.H@I_NIOPQL@LIM(ℎ, "), the goal is to solve the equation #' = −>∇ℎ. To do so, we
approximate the value of ∇ℎ in a very similar way:
G0.H@I_NIOPQL@LIM(ℎ, ")
(1) RP2(L = 1 @P )! − 1)
(2)
(3)

RP2(T = 1 @P )" )
[ℎ(L + 1, T) − ℎ(L, T)\
;! (L + 1/2, T)−= > Z
] ∗ .@
.%

(4) RP2(L = 1 @P )! )
(5)
(6)

RP2(T = 1 @P )" − 1)
[ℎ(L, T + 1) − ℎ(L, T)\
;" (L, T + 1/2)−= > Z
] ∗ .@
.%
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After this process is complete, the velocity field " is updated based on the new heightfield. For
each boundary, the velocity normal to the boundary must be zero. This process must be
appropriately run for only the specific (L, T) shown above. Otherwise, the process will try to
access heights outside of the grid field. By setting all boundary velocities to 0 during
initialization, this process will ensure that the condition " ∙ a = 0 for every boundary.
This explicit solver is relatively accurate and fast. The 2 processes specific to the SWE
run in b()! ∗ )" ) time, meaning that in most cases it is advection that slows the algorithm down.
Likewise, since calculations are not sequential, they can be run using any parallel computing
method for additional speed. However, as an explicit method, this process can become unstable.
According to [Bridson], the solver only remains stable so long as .@ <

)%
67(

, where E is the

maximum depth in the domain. The overall algorithm for each time step is the following:
d.;H)QI(ℎ, :, ., ", .@)
(1) . = d.;IQ@(., ", .@)
(2) " = d.;IQ@(", ", .@)
(3) G0.H@I_KIL>ℎ@M(., ")
(4) ∀(%, ') ∈ E ℎ(%, ') = :(%, ') + .(%, ')
(5) G0.H@I_NIOPQL@LIM(ℎ, ")

Figure 3.2.1: The results of running this method using )! = )" = 200 on a square wave.
Visualization of the SWE is relatively simple. A triangle mesh can be created using all of
the grid nodes and does not need to be recreated for any other time-step because no fluid can
cross the heightfield. Other methods can improve the results of the SWE, such as Vorticity
Confinement and a function to preserve the overall fluid incompressibility, but even without
these methods, the results are fast and realistic. We coded Vorticity Confinement based on the
original paper [Steinhoff et al.] to compare the results with our method.
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3.3. Object Interaction
Object interaction is relatively simple for the Shallow Water Equations. If an object is in contact
with or below the heightfield, simply push down the columns in contact and add the fluid to the
surrounding area [Thürey et al.]. This only causes issues when an object becomes fully
submerged because a wall of fluid will be generated. However, we chose to ignore this case and
did not allow an object to become fully submerged.

Figure 3.3.1: Walls of fluid form if an object is submerged [Thürey et al.].
Detecting if a node is inside a sphere is very easy. We store a sphere using a 3dimensional vector f as the center and a float 2 as the radius. For all nodes, we check if the
coordinate (%, ', ℎ(%, ')) is in the sphere using the equation:
(% − f(%))" + (' − f('))" + (ℎ(%, ') − f(9))" < 2 "
If a node is inside the sphere, we push the column of fluid down to the height of the sphere at
(%, ') and add the fluid to the 8 nodes around that node evenly. We continue doing this process
for a hard-coded number of times, such as 100, for each time-step, slowly pushing more of the
fluid to the cells surrounding the sphere. The more times the process is executed per time step,
the less fluid will remain in the sphere, creating more accurate results.
Detecting if a node is inside a more complicated shape is difficult. I created a method for
determining whether a node is inside any segment-based prism shape with the parallel faces in
the horizontal plane so that we could use a boat-like shape.

Figure 3.3.2: Examples of shapes my method works on.
A shape will be represented by a list of points in the (%, ') plane. There can be any number of
points in the shape, but the points must be listed in counterclockwise order if looking down on
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the (%, ') plane. Likewise, for the method to work, the shape must be convex. To detect if a point
(%, ') is in the segment-based shape we use the signed-distance of the point for each segment.
For each point in the list of points, we create a segment with one endpoint at that point and the
other as the next in the list (or the first point in the case of the last point). Then, we check if the
signed distance of the point (%, ') to the segment is greater than 0. If the signed distance is
greater than 0 for any segment, then the point (%, ') is not inside the shape. Otherwise, the point
(%, ') is inside the shape. This method will not work for concave shapes because some points
that are inside the shape will have positive signed distances for some segments. However, any
concave shape can be defined with 2 or more triangles, so the shape can still be represented with
more convex shapes. Likewise, this method only works if the points are given in
counterclockwise orientation. Otherwise, the idea that the signed distance must be less than 0
does not hold. We also define this shape with a bottom height and top height. To check if a node
(%, ', ℎ(%, ')) is inside one of these shapes, we first check if (%, ') is inside the shape with the
algorithm above. Then, we check if ℎ(%, ') is between the bottom height and top height of the
shape. If it is, then we push the column down to the bottom height of the shape and add the fluid
to the 8 cells around like with the sphere, repeating for a set number of times on every node.

Figure 3.3.3: Code used to determine if a cell is inside a segment-based shape.
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If the object also has some set velocity "89: , then for any node inside the object, we set
the velocity of that node (meaning the appropriate edge values in the MAC grid) to the velocity
of the object. Even if the object is still, setting the fluid velocity to 0 allows for interesting effects
to occur when the fluid flows around the object. An object can be moved on each time step using
an explicit solver, such as g89: += "89: ∗ .@. Likewise, buoyancy can also be created easily by
creating an upward force on the object using the weight of the fluid displaced by the object.
However, for our purpose, hardcoding the movement of the objects was more important than
creating the physically accurate movement of the objects, so buoyancy functionality was not
implemented.

Figure 3.3.4: Sphere moving through heightfield using standard SWE.
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4. Shallow Water Equations Using Impulse
In this section, I will discuss our Impulse version of the Shallow Water Equations. I will discuss
the derivation of the mathematical model using the equations from section 3, the numerical
solver used to simulate this model, and how object interaction differs from the Shallow Water
Equations.

4.1. Mathematical Model and Derivation
Just like the Shallow Water Equations, we use a 2-dimensional MAC grid to store and simulate
the fluid. The variables ℎ, ., :, and " all have the same meaning and are stored at the same
locations on the MAC grid. We add 2 new variables for the impulse model: * and !. For more
information on gauge methods, see section 2 on impulse models. * is stored at the center of the
MAC grid, like ℎ, ., and :. ! is stored on the edges of the MAC grid-like ". ! is known as
impulse, a variable that is loosely coupled with velocity. ∇* is the divergent component of the
impulse field !. Rather than advecting ", we advect and stretch !, then calculate " using the
equation: " = ! − ∇*.
We then derive a formula for the evolution of ! and * based on our definition of ! and
*. [Cortez] proves 2 identities to be true:
1
∇ h |/|" j = (∇/); k
2
E(∇*)
E*
= ∇ h j − (∇/); ∇*
E@
E@
Using the equation ! = " + ∇* and these 2 identities, we can say that:
E! E/ E(∇*) E/
E*
=
+
=
+ ∇ h j − (∇/); ∇*
E@
E@
E@
E@
E@
E/
E* 1 "
=
+ ∇(
+ |/| ) − (∇/); !
E@
E@ 2
We then use a simplified version of the Navier-Stokes equations with a viscosity term l for
stability:
E/
= −∇0 + l∆/
E@
Plugging in

(<
('

, we can say that:

!"
!- 1 !
!- 1 !
= −∇' + )∆+ + ∇ ,
+ |+| 1 − (∇+)" " = ∇ ,
+ |+| − ' − )∆-1 − (∇+)" " + )∆"
!#
!# 2
!# 2
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With this formula for the evolution of !, we have the freedom to choose a function for
the evolution of *. However, [Cortez] shows that if we use the following function for the
evolution of *, the evolution of ! is quite simple:
E* 1 "
+ |/| − 0 − l∆* = 0
E@ 2
(=

!

If we evolve * in this way, then the term ∇ W (' + " |/|" − 0 − l∆*X = 0. Thus, the evolution of
! follows the following formula:
E!
= −(∇/); ! + l∆!
E@
However, we still have the problem that these equations are defined in 3 dimensions. We
again must assume that the vertical components of velocity and acceleration remain small
relative to the horizontal components, or that the water is shallow. With this assumption, we
project these 2 equations into 2 dimensions and have the final equations for the evolution of the
fluid for each time step:
?!
+ " ∙ ∇! = −∇" ∙ ! + l∆!
.@
?*
1
+ " ∙ ∇φ + |"|" − 0 − l∆ * = 0
.@
2
?.
+ " ∙ ∇d + d∇ ∙ " = 0
?@
" = ! − ∇*
Notice that the third equation is the same as in the Shallow Water Equations. Nothing has
changed in this model regarding the effect of velocity on the motion of depth in the fluid.
However, notice that the velocity SWE is completely missing. The first, second, and fourth
equations above collectively solve for the velocity flow of the fluid. Notice that velocity is
updated using −∇*. Since * partially stores pressure, which we calculated using > ∗ ℎ, the
impulse and velocity will still flow from high heights to low heights. Thus, these equations
directly solve the divergence-free Navier-Stokes equations over the surface of the fluid-like the
SWE, though using a technique that greatly preserves the vorticity of the fluid.
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4.2. Numerical Solver
To solve the impulse form for each time step, we start by advecting ., *, and ! over the
velocity field ". The order in which advection takes place does not matter because we are using
the velocity field to advect each component, which does not change. We use the same semiLagrangian advection scheme to advect each component as used in the SWE. This advection step
correctly solves the material derivative of each component using an unconditionally stable
method.
The next step is G0.H@I_op0qOMI(.@) to solve the first equation, which involves
performing 3 functions on the impulse field: rIL)L@LHOL9H@LP)(), s@2I@QℎL)>(.@), and
ELRRqMLP)(.@). The purpose of rIL)L@LHOL9H@LP)() is to make sure the velocity and impulse
never differ by too much. To do so, we set ! = " + 2(! − ") where 2 ∈ [0,1]. This allows us
to set the strength of the coupling between ! and ". For most simulations, we use 2 = 1,
meaning that the impulse is very weakly coupled with velocity, preserving more of the vorticity
while adding some instability. s@2I@QℎL)>(.@) solves

#>
)'

= −∇" ∙ !. We use an implicit

stretching solver given by [Anonymous] to perform this step. In this method written by
[Anonymous], we have a parameter M_.Hp0 to specify the strength of stretching. The higher the
value of M_.Hp0, the more vorticity is preserved, though with more instability. ELRRqMLP)(.@)
is used to increase the rate at which impulse spreads. In the SWE, it makes the most sense to
keep diffusion very low since water is not viscous, so we set the diffusion coefficient to 0.1 for
most simulations. This method is also given by [Anonymous]. The last step is to solve

#>
)'

=

l∆! to increase the stability of local fluctuations of impulse. This can be calculated simply by
looking at the cells around a given cell, calculating the average !, and updating ! with !+=
.@ ∗ l ∗ (!?5@_?B8<CD − !) for every cell. Thus, the function looks like:
G0.H@I_op0qOMI(.@)
(1) rIL)L@LHOL9H@LP)( )
(2) s@2I@QℎL)>(.@)
(3) ELRRqMLP)(.@)
(4) ∀ QIOOM: !E?F@ += .@ ∗ l ∗ (!?5@_?B8<CD − !E?F@ )
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The next step is G0.H@I_tℎL(.@) to solve the second equation. This step is relatively
simple. Since we already advected *, we just need to solve

#=
)'

!

= 0 − " |"|" + l∆ *. This can

!

very easily be done explicitly using *+= .@ ∗ W0 − " |"|" + l∆*X. For most cells, 0 is simply
based on the height and gravity. However, if a cell is being pushed down by an object, then the
formula 0GHII = >ℎGHII no longer applies. This is because the object is applying a force down on
the fluid, creating a higher pressure. To calculate the pressure for a node under an object, we
simply need to find the height of the closest cell not in an object. For methods on doing this, see
!

section 4.3. To calculate " |"|" , we simply calculate "F@JJ by averaging the velocities on each
face of the cell and take one half the magnitude squared. To calculate l∆*, we use a very similar
method to solving the viscosity term of velocity. We simply calculate ∆* = *K+H_KLMNO) − *GHII .
Thus, the function G0.H@I_tℎL(.@) looks like this:
G0.H@I_tℎL(.@)
(1) ∀ QIOOM: *GHII += .@ ∗ 0GHII (either g ∗ hPQRR or g ∗ hPRSTQTU WSU XW SYZQPU )
(2) ∀ QIOOM: *GHII −= .@ ∗

1
|" |"
2 F@JJ

(3) ∀ QIOOM: *GHII += .@ ∗ l ∗ (*K+H_KLMNO) − *GHII )
The next step is to run the same G0.H@I_KIL>ℎ@M(., ") function as used in the normal
SWE. This function has not changed from before since our definition of ℎ, ., and " has not
changed. All that has changed is our method for solving ".
The last step is to finally calculate " using the formula " = ! − ∇*. To do so, we use
the following function:
sI@_NIOPQL@LIM(*, !)
(1) RP2(L = 1 @P )! − 1)
(2)
(3)

RP2(T = 1 @P )" )
1
1
*(L + 1, T) − *(L, T)
;! hL + , Tj = p! hL + , Tj −
2
2
.%

(4) RP2(L = 1 @P )! )
(5)
(6)

RP2(T = 1 @P )" − 1)
;" (L, T + 1/2) = p" (L, T + 1/2) −

(*(L, T + 1) − *(L, T))
.%
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With this last function, we have the completed the d.;H)QI(.@) function for the impulse
method:
d.;H)QI(ℎ, :, ., ", ∆@, *, !)
(1) d.;IQ@LP)(.@)
(2) G0.H@I_op0qOMI(.@)
(3) G0.H@I_tℎL(.@)
(4) G0.H@I_KIL>ℎ@M(.@)
(5) sI@_NIOPQL@LIM(*, !)
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4.3. Object Interaction
Object interaction in the impulse method is very similar to the SWE, though with some tricky
differences. We use the same functions for removing fluid from an object, whether a sphere or
segment-based shape, by pushing the columns (cells) down until they are under the object.
Likewise, we can move an object explicitly using g89: += "89: ∗ .@. However, there are some
other important nuances that we must take care of for each time step.
!

Remember that * is calculated using *+= .@ ∗ (0 − " |"|" + l∆*). For most cells, we
assumed that 0GHII = B>ℎGHII , which we derived in section 3.1. However, we cannot use the
height of a cell that is underneath an object to calculate 0GHII . This is because the object itself
exerts a force downward on the fluid, meaning that 0GHII > B>ℎGHII for a cell under an object. To
calculate the pressure for these cells, we approximate the pressure by using the height of the
closest cell that is not in an object. We can easily check every node and choose the closest one
that is not inside an object, but this would run in b()[ ) time, defeating the purpose of this fast
algorithm. To find the closest cell not in an object quickly, we take advantage of the signed
distance function of the object.

Figure 4.3.1: Pressure is not only applied to the object but also to the fluid.
For a sphere, we used the signed distance of a circle. We start by creating a unit vector
that points from a cell to the closest exit from the circle. This is the negative of the vector that
points from the cell to the center of the circle. Thus, the unit vector pointing out is formed using
)P2pHO(0PMGHII − QL2QOI QI)@I2). Thus, if we traverse enough in this direction, we will leave
the circle. However, we shouldn’t traverse an entire radius along this path, though it would
always end up outside the circle. If we traverse the length of the radius minus the distance from
the cell to the center of the circle, then we will find the edge of the circle. However, to ensure we
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find a point that is indeed outside, we add an extra .%. Thus, the formula for finding the closest
cell outside the circle is:
0PMGIM\H\' = 0PMGHII + )P2pHO(0PMGHII − QL2QOI QI)@I2) ∗ (2 − .LM@(0PMGHII , QI)@I2) + .%)
After finding 0PMGIM\H\' , we simply chose the closest cell to this point in space, which can be
found in b(1) time. Thus, finding the closest cell using this method runs in b(1) for each cell
and b()! ∗ )" ) in total, meaning that it is fast enough for the SWE. Once we have the closest
cell outside an object, we can calculate 0GHII with its height.

Figure 4.3.2: Image explaining how the closest cell outside (red) to a cell (blue) can be found.
For a segment-based shape, the process is similar. We start by finding the signed distance
from the cell to each segment, all of which are negative if the cell is within the object. We take
the maximum, meaning the minimum in magnitude, to find a path out of the shape. The unit
vector for the direction out should be perpendicular to the segment with the minimum
magnitude, which can easily be calculated by swapping the components of the unit vector of this
segment and multiplying the first component by -1. With this unit vector, the position outside
can be calculated using:
0PMGIM\H\' = 0PMGHII + )P2pHO(MI>_)P2pHO_;IQ@P2) ∗ (|.LM@(0PMGHII , MI>pI)@)| + .%)
We add .% again to ensure that the point we find is outside the segment shape. After finding
0PMGIM\H\' , we again chose the closest cell to this point in space, which can be found in b(1)
time. However, the run time for each cell is now b(M) where M is the number of segments in the
segment shape. Thus, the total run time is b()! ∗ )" ∗ M), which is still fast enough for the SWE,
though may require a larger .@ to run in real-time. Whether we are using a sphere or segment-
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based shape, we run this process in the G0.H@I_tℎL(.@) function, so that * can be appropriately
assigned using the correct pressure.

Figure 4.3.3: Image explaining how the closest cell outside (red) to a cell (blue) can be found
The last step required for object interaction is to set the velocity of the cells under an
object to the velocity of the object. This step is also done in the normal SWE, but now there is an
extra step. We must preserve the relationship " = ! − ∇*. Thus, we set the value of ! to:
!E?F@ = "89: + ∇*. This should look familiar because it is just the opposite of the previous
method used in the sI@_NIOPQL@LIM(*, !) function. We run this method in the
sI@_NIOPQL@LIM(*, !) function to immediately correct the velocities to the velocity of the object.
With this, object interaction should run smoothly, though it may often require a smaller
value for dt. Every other aspect of object interaction is taken care of by the code from the general
Shallow Water Equations. It is very helpful that the impulse model does not differ too greatly
from the general SWE because it allows us to recycle much of our code, yet another benefit to
our model.
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5. Results
In this section, I will show the results of the impulse method, comparing the results to the normal
Shallow Water Equations as well as the Shallow Water Equations with Vorticity Confinement
for some examples. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the preservation of vorticity in
this model while still maintaining the same large-scale fluid interaction. For examples with
minimal object interaction, the simulation is almost identical as expected. For simulations that
should warrant high degrees of vorticity, the impulse method well outperforms the normal SWE,
though with a smaller .@ due to the stability constraint.
For the results below, we represent the fluid with a heightfield. The base is set to 0 for all
values (%, '). Each green dot represents a single grid cell, or column of water. A more realistic
rendering can be created by creating a triangle mesh of this heightfield. However, this
visualization allows the viewer to see the underlying velocity field marked on the plane below.
The velocity field is represented by arrows corresponding in length and color to the magnitude of
the velocity at each cell (red meaning the highest magnitude). For some simulations, the velocity
field is turned off to allow the viewer to more clearly see the heightfield.
As shown in the next examples, the impulse model significantly improves the
preservation of vorticity, often generating whirlpools and other vortical effects. The parameters
for dt, viscosity, and diffusion are given for each example. The parameters that remain constant
are:
.% = 0.05
>=1
M_.Hp0 = 1
2IL)L@_H = 1
;P2_QP)R_QPIR = 1
For all simulations, the general SWE are run with .@ = 0.02, with each frame representing one
time step. For impulse simulations with a .@ < 0.02, only the frames which correspond to exact
multiples of 0.02 are shown such that both simulations match up in time, even with different
values of .@. The grid size is 100x100 for all simulations.
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5.1. Square Wave

Figure 5.1.1: The results of the SWE (Top) and the impulse method (Bottom). Cells within a central square of length 0.8 a raised to a
height of 2, while other cells are set to a height of 1. The frames shown are 0, 15, 89, and 225. For the impulse simulation, ! = 0.5,
&'(!"## = 0.00001, and *+ = 0.01. Notice that both simulations are almost identical, a good test to show that the impulse model
solves the Navier-Stokes equations correctly. In frame 225, the impulse model seems to have more small ripples and energy due to the
accumulation of impulse.
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5.2. Circular Wave Over Time

Figure 5.2.1: The results of the SWE (Top) and the impulse method (Bottom). Cells within a centered circled a raised to generate a
long-lasting wave. The frames shown are 0, 63, 500, 1000, and 2000. For the impulse simulation, ! = 0.5, &'(!"## = 0.00001, and
*+ = 0.01. Notice that both simulations start similar, but after a long time, the impulse model appears to have much more energy due
to the accumulation of impulse.
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5.3. Wave at Solid Square

Figure 5.3.1: The results of the SWE (Top) and the impulse method (Bottom). A wave is generated, moving towards a solid cube (not
rendered). The frames shown are 33, 66, 79, and 157. For the impulse simulation, ! = 0.5, &'(!"## = 0.00001, and *+ = 0.0067. In
frame 79, the impulse model preserves more of the ripple effect generated by a wave collision (directly behind the cube).
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5.4. Vorticity Over Time

Figure 5.4.1: The results of the SWE (Top), SWE with Vorticity Confinement (Middle), and the impulse method (Bottom). Cells
located near the center are given a velocity perpendicular to the vector pointing toward the center (creating a vortex). The frames
shown are 0, 200, 400, 600, and 800. For the impulse simulation, ! = 6, &'(!"## = 0.00001, and *+ = 0.01. The impulse model is
only slightly better than the SWE at preserving pure vorticity and much worse than Vorticity confinement.
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5.5. Jets

Figure 5.5.1: The results of the SWE (Top), SWE with Vorticity Confinement (Middle), and the impulse method (Bottom). For the
first 500 frames, jets are created by setting 2 velocities to point at each other. After 500 frames, they are turned off. The frames shown
are 123, 500, 563, 784, and 1000. For the impulse simulation, ! = 5.75, &'(!"## = 0.00001, and *+ = 0.01. The impulse model is
significantly better are creating the vorticity effect cause by opposing jets. Notice the two clear vortices formed when the jets turn off.
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Figure 5.5.2: The results of the SWE (Left), SWE with Vorticity Confinement (Middle), and impulse method (Right) of the same
simulation as Figure 5.5.1. Each frame corresponds to the time shortly after the jets are turned off. Notice that the SWE have almost
no visible whirlpools, while the SWE with Vorticity Confinement have too many tightly packed whirlpools due to the lack of physical
basis in the model. The impulse model forms 2 realistic-looking whirlpools, demonstrating its effectiveness over both other methods.
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5.6. Moving Sphere Wake

Figure 5.6.1: The results of the SWE (Top) and the impulse method (Bottom). A sphere (not rendered) of radius 0.4 moves through
the fluid at a velocity . = 0.3. The frames shown are 0, 6, 72, 136, and 176. For the impulse simulation, ! = 0.6, &'(!"## =
0.00001, and *+ = 0.002. Notice that the SWE generate almost no wake behind the sphere. The impulse method, however, generates
defined whirlpools behind the moving object as well as realistic ripples. This simulation greatly shows how this model can be used to
realistically simulate fluids with vorticity in real-time applications involving object interaction.
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5.7. Moving Boat Wake

Figure 5.7.1: The results of the SWE (Top) and the impulse method (Bottom). A boat-like object moves through the fluid at a velocity
. = 0.3. The frames shown are 0, 63, 300, and 500. For the impulse simulation, ! = 0.4, &'(!"## = 0.00001, and *+ = 0.002. This
simulation demonstrates the use case of this model for performing the interaction of a boat and a fluid in a video game. Notice again
that there is no wake in the SWE example and a wake full of vorticity in the impulse example.
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6. Future Work
While the impulse model preserves the vorticity of the fluid better than does the SWE, it does so
at the cost of stability. For most simulations, the value of !" must be 2-10 times smaller for a
simulation to remain stable, or between 0.002 and 0.01 for our values of !# and $. While this
can still be run in real-time for some machines, this is a significant slowdown compared to the
normal SWE. In the future, more work should be done to study the instability of impulse models
in general. While increasing the viscosity coefficient helps increase the stability, it also leads to
the loss of vorticity preservation. New models can be studied to find ways to effectively dampen
impulse while also preserving the vorticity of the fluid. The strength of the coupling of velocity
and impulse can be easily adjusted as well to increase the stability of the simulation. There are
many possible ways that future researchers can increase the stability of the impulse model.
Considering the value of a real-time fluid simulation model for use in video games, future
research into the stability of this model is worthwhile.

7. Conclusion
We propose a gauge model to improve upon the general SWE. Rather than tracking velocity
directly, we propose tracking an impulse variable and loosely coupling the velocity to this
variable. Though the model does not differ significantly from the general SWE, by tracking the
divergent component of the velocity field, we can effectively preserve the vorticity of the fluid.
Likewise, much of the functionality used in the SWE can be used in this model, especially
concerning object interaction given that these two models solve the same incompressible NavierStokes equations using variables ℎ and &.
Though our impulse model has its stability limitations, it is a significant improvement on
the general SWE. This model effectively preserves the vorticity generated by object interaction
in the SWE. There are few, if any, situations in which the general SWE are better than the
impulse method for any characteristic except stability. Unfortunately, this model still cannot
generate rolling waves due to the use of a heightfield, so for simulations with large splashes, the
impulse model is not a good choice. However, for video games with boats or other floating
objects, this model is a great choice to generate realistic real-time results.
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